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Abstract
Wood industry enterprises are an important branch of the Polish economy. More and more
companies in this sector starts to work on the basis of new technologies, standards and policies, such as the idea of sustainable development. An important factor that may accelerate
the implementation of innovative solutions or their employees are slowing. Their commitment and belief in the validity of the changes will depend on whether the innovation desired
eﬀect. Article is to show the factors aﬀecting the slow process of innovation in the company
with particular emphasis on the role of workers.
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Introduction

for most firms in today’s ever changing business environment. From the initial ignition of an innovation
project, as well as over its journey overtime, ideas
play an essential role [2]. The process of creating
and developing ideas for innovation, commonly referred to as ideation, is therefore an important part
of the innovation process [3]. Innovation is a social
and interactive process in which collaboration and
exchange of knowledge and information play crucial
roles [4]. Another approach to the definition of innovation is presented by G.S. Altshuller. According
to him, innovation is a complex phenomenon and a
set of skills, a different way to organize, synthesize
and express knowledge, perception of the world and
the creation of new ideas, perspectives, and products of reaction. G.S. Altshuller saw in the innovations need to overlap the creative process and emphasized the relationship of innovation and creativity [5]. According to T. Szucki, innovation is an idea,
a thing or action, due to a new qualitative difference from previous [5]. Innovations lead to innovative
activities, which are projects financed by the Structural Funds, with which the European Commission
intends to promote regional development strategies.
These actions are aimed at increasing the competitiveness of regional economies through the use of

The current economic situation forces companies
to seek newer and newer technology and engineering,
in order to improve its products and services to meet
the needs of consumers. In large enterprises and international companies, changes and innovations are
included in the cost of the organization, whether in
the form of numerous laboratory and cooperation
with research institutions. The introduction of each
innovation, or even minimal changes to an existing
product or service involves the use of modern technology and techniques, and as a result, the high cost
of their implementation by the company.
Another important problem is the staff, who often come up with a reluctance to put the changes
and often are not willing to cooperate.
This paper attempts to identify the importance
of employees in the implementation of innovation in
small and medium enterprises of the wood sector in
Poland.

The importance of innovation
for organizations
The concept of innovation is the introduction of
something new [1]. Innovation is a crucial component
40
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innovation. Innovative activity is a series of scientific (research), technical, organizational, financial and
commercial (commercial) activities, whose purpose is
the development and implementation of new or significantly improved products and processes [6]. The
company, which implements innovations, is called
an innovative company. This is an intelligent organization that generates and implements innovation.
Such a company, due to the high level of modernity and competitiveness, is recognized among consumers [7].
It should be noted that the approach to innovation evolved and over the years. First of all, the
pure scope of innovation types has broadened, shifting from focusing almost exclusively on product innovation to also include, for example, process-, service and business model innovation [8]. An important
source of innovation in enterprises are the employees, especially management teams that generate the
most creative solutions [9]. Transformational leaders display creative behaviour themselves, develop
attractive visions of future states, emphasize change,
empower team members, encourage their‘ out-of thebox’ thinking [10], promote co-operation among team
members, and strengthen team [11]. Innovation of
this approach is also reflected in the acquisition of
knowledge at both the individual and team [12]. Innovation aims to use the knowledge and experience
of scientific research units for new products, services,
technologies and innovative strategies that allow to
attract new customers. Generating innovative solutions can be seen in two major areas:
• Institutions established for this purpose, such as
business incubators, consulting, training or research institutions;
• Departments established in enterprises and aimed
at introducing innovative solutions.

Fig. 1. The technology transfer and commercialization of
knowledge.
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The phenomenon of change and innovation is
shown in Fig. 1.

The role of innovation
in the wood industry
For several years, one can observe the dynamic changes taking place in all sectors of the Polish
economy to improve not only the internal management functions but also to catch up with European
standards. It is noteworthy that the activity of small
and medium-sized enterprises in the implementation
of innovative activities. SME sector due to the high
costs of research are backed by some alteration by
commissioning research institution, while larger companies have their own research centres.
Wood industry in Poland is one of the most dynamically developing sectors of our economy, it is important to introduce new solutions, especially technology in order to increase competitiveness and meet
customer needs.
In 2011, the employees of SMEs was carried out
tests to check how the purpose of informing employees about the company affects the efficiency of
employees. The study was conducted among a random sample of the wood sector companies in Silesia.
The research was a pilot and was used as a prelude
to a larger study the level of innovation and ecoinnovation in small and medium enterprises of the
wood sector in Poland [13].
The study was used to the current state of knowledge about the wood sector innovation conducted
by E. Ratajczak [14], which showed that one form
of innovation in the wood sector is the introduction of automated production processes. The analysis
which has been carried out in this area showed an increase in the use of modern equipment placed on the
production lines, as shown in Table 1. The biggest
changes have occurred in the furniture industry (production of wood furniture), where the automation of
production processes has increased by 45%. One of
the reasons that affects such a large change in the
process is the possibility of small and medium-sized
enterprises for financing activities for the modernization of the European Funds.
Opportunities offered by innovation, not always
are fully used. This situation has to do with barriers to both economic and social that may occur at
the time of trying to make changes to make changes.
Table 2 shows some of the main barriers to the implementation of innovative solutions in the wood industry.
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Table 2
The ﬂow of information across the enterprise
(number of people).
Employees are informed
about the purposes
of the company
1*
2
3
4
5

5.0

Total

management team

1

6

5

6

2

20

oﬃce worker

2

9

5

24

8

48

manual worker

2

6

3

16

4

31

Total

5

21

13

46

14

99

7.9

12.3

18.9

20.9

Legend*:
1 – very poor, 2 – poor, 3 – I have no opinion, 4 –
good, 5 – very good.

Source: E. Ratajczak, Innovation of the wood sector in Poland, Poznań 2009.
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Type
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(Polish
Classiﬁcation
of Activity)
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ﬁnancial
resources
in the
enterprise

Table 1
Barriers to innovation in the wood sector enterprises in 2004–2006.

Market factors

Other factors
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The article focuses on the barriers to innovation
resulting from the lack of knowledge about their employees. An innovation-oriented knowledge structure
is a set of organization-wide shared beliefs and understandings that guide and direct “all organizational strategies and actions, including those embedded
in the formal and informal systems, behaviours, competencies, and processes of the firm [15].
In this study attempted to determine the criteria
relevant to adequately inform employees about the
changes.
The first factor, blocking the implementation of
the innovation process, is the flow of information.
Therefore, it is important to ensure an adequate flow
of information at all levels of the organization.
It can be observed that the highest percentage of
people who rate the worst for information on the organization was noted in management, which should
be preferably oriented. The attitude we take for the
leaders will be an important element of innovation
especially at the level of work teams.
The attitude of managers surveyed companies has
not translated into changes to it and the lower-level
employees who believe they have sufficient information on the activities of their workplace. It can therefore be concluded that the organizations surveyed did
not create a relationship at all levels of the organization.
Supplementary question is the issue of the effective flow of information, which means the speed of
running information for each employee and understandable way of transmitting (Table 3).
In the case of small and medium-sized enterprises of the wood sector is a problem of lack of organized knowledge in the field of Maintenance of people. This is mainly with the family nature of companies which mainly managed by individuals with
owners. The problem is the employment of people
with low skills, especially at the lower levels of the
organization.
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Table 3
The eﬀectiveness of the ﬂow of information in enterprises
SMEs (number of people).
Position

The ﬂow
of information
in company is eﬀective
1*
2
3
4
5

Total

management team

1

5

3

9

2

20

oﬃce worker

3

10

4

22

9

48

manual worker

1

11

5

10

4

31

Total

5

26

12

41

15

99

Legend*:
1 – very poor, 2 – poor, 3 – I have no opinion, 4 –
good, 5 – very good.

Implementation of innovation in organizations
is mainly associated with the financial outlay for
their implementation. Respondents surveyed by
P.M. Simpson, suggest specifically that employeerelated benefits of an innovation-oriented firm will include personal satisfaction, a proprietary interest in
ideas, lower turnover rates, higher employee morale
and enhanced productivity. In addition, respondents
believe that employee satisfaction, recruitment of
better employees, and increased salaries or bonuses from successful innovations will result. As examples, one respondent says, “Perhaps the most often
overlooked benefit is that the members of the organization feel that there is a horizon of opportunity
beyond their current activity and that generates a
feeling of not only organizational affiliation but also a long-term commitment to the company”, while
a director of special development believes, “You’ll
have happier people; the happier they are, the more
good ideas you’ll have bubble up through the system.
The more good ideas bubble up, the more successful
you’re going to be” [16].
In the case of the wood sector level of costs for
new production lines often drawn only after a few
years. Important innovations in the woodworking industry are also innovations in the field of ecology,
such as the installation of filters reduce emissions of
harmful substances into the atmosphere, or the construction of a treatment plant or water recycling systems. Innovations of this nature are non-refundable
and are only necessary for the co-existence of the
company in the local community.

Conclusion
Innovation in the wood industry is mainly large
financial outlays, since these changes are of a technical nature or changes in fleet. Costs incurred in making changes at the furniture factory, wood processing
often do not turn and if they are over a long period
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of time. The process of innovation is often associated with a reduction in jobs or jobs which results
in reduction of resistance by changes in workers because they are often poorly or not at all informed
about the planned movement in enterprises. Such a
policy-level information management in an organization causes resistance and lack of cooperation among
employees.
Change in the approach of the owner/employer
and the transition to the Organization of Effective Strategies, largely reduces fear and resentment
among employees, prior to the introduction of innovation in the company. Effective organization is the
transfer of responsibility for the operations of the
company and the success of the implementation of
the new solution in an organization.
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